
 

General questions: 
Email: info@gamingcorps.com 
IR- och PR related questions: 
Email: ir@gamingcorps.com  
About Gaming Corps AB: Gaming Corps develops computer games based on their own IP’s and well-known 

international brands. The Company's shares are traded on Nasdaq First North under the ticker GCOR. The 

company's Certified Advisor is Remium Nordic AB. 

 

This information is information that Gaming Corps AB is obliged to make 
public pursuant to the EU Market Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the 
agency of the contact persons set out above, at 15.15 pm CET on April  11, 2017. 
 

 
 

 

Gaming Corps Signs a Producer Agreement 

with DJ2 Entertainment for The 

Descendant 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Gaming Corps Signs a Producer Agreement with DJ2 Entertainment for The Descendant 

Episodic Game for Film/TV rights. 

 

“The Descendant has been on my radar since episode One, I’m thrilled that DJ2 and 

Gaming Corps now have reached an agreement on film/TV rights for The Descendant.” 

Stephan Bugaj, VP of Creative, DJ2 Entertainment. 

 

“Since its official free release on March 22nd, The Descendant Episode One had 110,000+ new users 

and sales have increased significantly. Episodic gaming is a genre that is growing in interest and 

we are happy that DJ2 reached out to us with the intention to make something even bigger out 

of The Descendant.” Jean-Marc Broyer, President, Gaming Corps. 

 

 

ABOUT dj2 

dj2 is a transmedia/production company based in Santa Monica, CA.  dj2 is currently 

executive producing Life Is Strange, a television series based on the Peabody award-winning 

video game, with Legendary Entertainment.  dj2 is also producing the Sleeping Dogs feature 

film with Original Film and Donnie Yen (Star Wars, IP Man) attached to star, as well as co-

producing the Sonic, the Hedgehog motion picture. Several other projects based on 

videogames, comic books, and original concepts, are in various stages of development. dj2 is 

represented by APA.  

 

About Gaming Corps 

Gaming Corps is a Swedish Game Developer publicly traded on NASDAQ First North. 

Headquartered in Stockholm Sweden with recent development studio expansion in Austin, 

TX, Gaming Corps develops technologies, designs and frameworks, iteratively, to create 

interactive experiences tailored to be highly transformative, collaborative, replayable and 

sharable with all its fans. 

www.gamingcorps.com 

 


